It is a strange thing how little in general people know about the sky … Sometimes gentle, sometimes capricious, sometimes awful, never the same for two moments together; almost human in its passions, almost spiritual in its tenderness, almost divine in its infinity … yet we never attend to it, we never make it a subject of thought.
-7 -1902 as it underwent public tests, and in September Spencer made his maiden voyage across London. 24 Other sponsors followed -the Spencers' 1903 airship was paid for by the Evening News, in 1908 they did a deal with London department store Gamage's, while in 1913 their airship proclaimed "Give him Bovril." 25 It was the airplane, however, that promised to launch advertising into the skies in a major way. The rapid advance of the technology, from the Wright Brothers' first powered flight in 1903 to the development of fighter aircraft during the Great War, attracted the attention of the business-minded, while the ready availability of cheap aircraft and trained pilots after the war increased commercial viability. 26 But what form would the new advertising take? Predictions that firms would buy aircraft and decorate them "just as certain firms now decorate their delivery vans," and that planes would drop so many advertising pamphlets that they would "choke the gutter and disfigure streets in many towns," proved wide of the mark. 27 The answer came on Derby Day 1922, when racegoers were treated to a novel sight: an airplane writing the words "Daily Mail" in smoke trails across the sky. The stunt was repeated twice the following day in the skies over London, in the morning over Hyde Park and in the evening over St Paul's: the next day's Mail carried an artist's idealized depiction of the display. The paper boasted that this was "the largest advertisement the world has ever known" -the two words measured three miles across, and were seen by millions.
28 24 The Times, 24 June 1902, 10; 7 July 1902, 9; 22 September 1902, 8. 25 Ibid., 10 December 1908, 13; http://www.earlyaeroplanes.com/archive3.htm. -8 -
The inventor of this new advertising technique, which quickly became known as "skywriting," was Major Jack Savage, one of Britain's first pilots and former manager of a flying circus, who had served with the Royal Naval Air Service during the war. The flights, some of which also advertised Castrol for C. C. Wakefield and Co., Zam-Buk ointment, and the Combined Hospitals Appeal, soon began targeting northern cities along with coastal resorts. 29 By May 1924, skywriting was reaching up to twenty towns a day, and Savage had seventeen pilots working not only in Britain but also the US, Canada, France, and Sweden. 30 Skywriting became a regular feature of Hendon air pageants and other air shows.
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Savage was also the inventor of a method of putting advertising into the night sky.
Experiments had long been made in projecting words and images, usually by means of a stencil placed over a searchlight, but with limited success. 32 Savage developed an alternative method, which involved using mirrors to break up the light, equivalent to that produced by three billion candles, into 300 separate rays, and deflecting each ray along different paths in order to spell words. Working in conjunction with Dublin brewers Guinness, Savage experimented with his projector at his Hendon base and also in locations across the South of -9 -feedback on visibility. 33 The new technology, which was also popularly known as skywriting, inspired imitators. July 1932 saw a demonstration of skywriting by one of Savage's rivals from the roof of the Ritz Hotel, while in October it was announced that a "Night Sky
Telegram" would project news over central London, interspersed with advertising messages. 34 The following January, crowds in Blackheath were dazzled by a series of sky projections including a second moon projected next to the real one, causing the Daily Express to announce "the coming of the era of 'sky signs. '" 35 However, the most common form of sky advertising in the 1930s was a more basic technology. Advertising banners towed by aircraft first appeared in 1930, 36 and though initially overshadowed by Savage's skywriting, their relatively low cost and novelty value meant that they grew in popularity with advertisers, one firm boasting that its "sky posters"
caught the eyes of millions. 37 Advertising agencies like J. Walter Thompson recommended the medium for new brands trying to compete against well-established rivals on the grounds that such "stunt" publicity attracted lots of attention. 38 Indeed, in 1937, Advertising World noted that advertising banners were "gaped-at by everyone for miles around" regardless of the goods being advertised. -10 -All of these methods of sky advertising were homegrown; the final one, however, was an American import. One January afternoon in 1932, "Hundreds of thousands of people all over New York City … ran to their windows and their roofs at the strange sound of a powerful voice resounding through offices and homes." The heavily amplified voice, appealing for charitable donations to help the unemployed, came from an airship 1000 feet in the sky; it was followed by the sound of a jazz orchestra playing "Happy Days Are Here
Again." 40 Though the episode sparked fears that "sky shouting," as it became known, would soon be heard in Britain, it did not actually arrive until the mid-1950s, when it became an occasional, if not a common, experience, mostly in urban areas. 41 While there were subsequent developments in sky advertising, such as "flying billboards," these were refinements of earlier techniques rather than entirely new methods.
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PURGING THE SKIES
Though these aerial advertisements could excite wonder and excitement, 43 they also generated negative responses, ranging from mild unease to near panic, which led to demands for legislative intervention. The advertising balloons of the 1880s made some Londoners pray for the smog to descend to render them invisible, while others took matters into their own hands, shooting at the balloons under cover of nightfall, forcing owners to deflate and store 40 The Times, there were nine businesses offering aerial advertising services. 72 What really focused attention on their activities was the arrival of sky-shouting, with distressing encounters with 68 The committee thought smoke-writing "the least objectionable method of aerial advertising" -partly because it happened so rarely -and did not recommend any restriction -21 -
The pace of technological innovation from the late nineteenth century, then, meant that the power of individual technologies was commonly overstated. What made the prospect of aerial advertising so chilling to its opponents was the fusion of these particular technologies with an aggressively expansionist commercial culture. 96 Advertising had long been a feature of the city, but thanks to the growth of consumer society and developments in printing technology it was becoming an increasingly assertive presence from the 1880s. resort with advertising -along the pier, on the bathing machines, and on the pleasure boats, 96 All of the forms of sky advertising discussed in this article were also occasionally used by politicians, but it was the commercial uses which were more prevalent and attracted the most attention. One of the earliest examples of sky advertising for political ends was a captive balloon displaying the slogan "Vote for Vicary this Punch cartoon (figure 2), just as they depicted urban landscapes awash with posters.
Advertisers had "filled our streets" and omnibuses with "pictorial designs more or less horrible in character," complained The Spectator, and they had even "burrow [ed] underground," lining tube station walls with their messages, "but let us not be robbed of our sky also." 107 Later, Savage's projector meant that "the night skies in every part of the world -25 -retail, Rappaport warns that "to cast these merchants as conservatives repudiating modernity is a simplistic reading of both the local and the national economies." 111 Debates on aerial advertising were part of this wider discourse on the commercialization of urban space, and here too, we get a misleading picture if we see them as straightforward battles between the forces of modernity and conservatism.
Advertising was not necessarily a signifier of progress and modernity. Although it undoubtedly represented the new commodity culture whose rapid expansion was a feature of the late Victorian years, its frequently cluttered and disorganized appearance epitomized a form of unplanned, laissez-faire capitalism which was beginning to seem old-fashioned in an age of "new liberalism" and emerging socialism. Street advertising in the late Victorian years was abundant, messy, chaotic, a "pandemonium of signification," as Richards calls it.
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Clashing posters jostled for attention, having to resort to ever-more shocking effects to be noticed. The overall effect was overwhelming, jarring, tiring. Sky advertising seemed a development of this wild free-for-all, and when critics imagined its future, invariably the chaos and dissonance of the hoardings was transferred to the skies, as seen in figure 2.
If advertising was an ambiguous symbol of modernity, the organizations which criticized it were not motivated by a simple rejection of modernity. Dominated by a progressive alliance of Liberals and socialists from its formation until 1907, the LCC embodied a self-consciously modern, interventionist approach to the problems thrown up by 116 The commercial character of advertising was not the problem ("commerce being a thoroughly sound thing," as Lionel
Curtis noted), rather the relationship between the advertisement and its setting. When placed in a scene of natural or architectural beauty, "disharmony" was the result, and it was this that opponents disliked.
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A wish for ordered, tidy advertising was of far more than simply aesthetic concern.
Unruly sky advertising influenced the behavior of pedestrians and road-users below.
Advertising balloons often attracted crowds of onlookers: the press noted that "there must be tens of thousands of idlers who amuse themselves daily by watching the vagaries of these 114 Paul Readman, "Landscape Preservation, 'Advertising Disfigurement,' and English National Identity, c. -28 -army of window gazers" into the West End, irrational shoppers who both "signified and helped produce England's decline."
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Sky advertising compromised the health of cities in other ways. As cities grew larger, the deleterious impact of disconnection from nature caused growing concern. Horizontal expansion put increasing distance between a city's inhabitants and green spaces, prompting campaigns for the construction of parks and boulevards, frequently conceptualized as a city's "lungs. -30 -A growing preoccupation with the psychological impact of city life sharpened these fears. From the mid-nineteenth century, cities were increasingly characterized as exhausting and stressful spaces by poets, novelists, scientists, and sociologists. 134 As Britain urbanized, the sky acquired new value as a safety-valve, a store of beauty and calm to which tired citydwellers could turn for escape from sensory overload and jangled nerves. But when advertising encroached, this route was closed off. The sky signs of the 1890s were so objectionable because they deprived "the disgusted wayfarer of the very last rest for his wearied eyes." 135 An Oxford Graduate invoked Ruskin in order to convey what was at stake.
Walking through London in the 1890s was to be bombarded with "ever-increasing" numbers of advertisements defacing the buildings they cover, and exhausting the senses of the observer, till at last the jaded eye seeks the sky which, "almost spiritual in its tenderness, almost Divine in its infinity," is still left to us, but which, if some stand is not made against this hateful innovation, will be gradually obscured by the advertising agent, till it becomes nothing more than the background for a heterogeneous assemblage of tradesmen's notices.
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The psychological cost of sky advertising was an enduring concern. Forty years later, members of the public continued to value the sky as a refuge: one woman wrote that when a student in London -32 -advertising. 141 But demand also came from members of the public, who had internalized the NAS's language of shattered nerves, with one Sydenham resident writing to the LCC asking councilors to put a stop to the noise "which is making so many nervous wrecks" in London. 142 Writers to the press complained that the "relentless, grinding noise" of advertising airplanes disrupted work and leisure: children were kept from their sleep, patients' rest was undermined, doctors were distracted, and seaside calm was shattered by what The Times -34 -of men and women whether they wish it or no." 148 When the practice did appear, complaints centered on the "intrusion of … privacy" it entailed, a criticism which could not be made of most other forms of advertising. 149 Even Flight magazine, a supporter of most forms of aerial advertising, thought sky-shouting "an intolerable intrusion upon personal freedom and privacy" for this reason. 150 The sensory assault involved in sky advertising made it uniquely vulnerable in political terms, and meant that opposing it could easily be squared both with free market ideology, and with support for other forms of advertising. In this way could the ideology of freedom of choice protect public spaces from commercial intrusion.
MODERN SKIES
The skywriting debates highlight the contested meanings of the sky in the modern age.
Savage was adamant that science and technology had opened the sky up for business in the twentieth century. Throughout human history, the sky had been "the vault of heaven," unexplored by man and therefore feared and revered in equal measure. But in the airplane age, the sky had "lost most of its mysteries" and had become just another "highway,"
carrying passengers and mail. Younger people accepted this unquestioningly: it was only older minds which clung stubbornly to the idea of the sky as sacrosanct.
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In fact, this process did not being with the airplane. -36 -And rather than demystifying the sky, science could actually enhance its spiritual content.
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The productions of artists, poets, and writers testify to the new beauties seen in the nineteenth-century sky, from the vivid and naturalistic skyscapes of Constable and Turner, 157 to the novels of keen amateur astronomer Thomas Hardy, for whom the night sky was "a work of art superlatively beautiful," providing consolation through its utter disconnection from "the sights and sounds of man." 158 No one valued the sky more highly than Ruskin, whose appreciation was informed by over fifty years of meteorological observations.
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The language used in debates highlights just how deeply the prospect of commercial messages in the sky offended spiritual sensibilities. 160 By the 1930s -when Savage believed that the demystification of the sky was at an advanced stage -references to the "desecration"
of the "heavens" were in fact becoming more frequent. 161 imagined" space, at once observed and constructed. 210 A variety of meanings are projected onto it, and studying these, as has been noted in another context, gives us a unique insight into the "deepest fears and anxieties" of past societies. 211 Developments in science and technology did not automatically divest the sky of its religious significance or its sense of mystery, but they did open up a space in which traditional meanings could be challenged, and new uses for the sky proposed. Yet this was not simply a battle between old and new, for opponents of these new uses were themselves writing new meanings into the skies. For them, the sky was man's most valuable connection to nature in an urban society, a precious but endangered part of the nation's heritage, an essential counterweight to consumer society. It was public not private, and most certainly not-for-profit.
The violation of the sky by the commercial was therefore intolerable. The inevitability of advertising in towns and even parts of the countryside was accepted by all but the diehards: debate focused on how best to control exactly where such advertising appeared, and how to ameliorate its appearance. With aerial advertising it was different: advertising simply did not belong in the sky. Moreover, keeping the skies free from advertising produced the comforting feeling that modern commerce, despite its inherent expansionism, had bounds, that there were parts of life it could not reach. As soon as advertising threatened to break these bounds, anxiety, even panic, usually ensued. The more reputable elements in the advertising industry realized this and responded by focusing their energies in less controversial directions. Thus, the troubled history of sky advertising in Britain is not evidence of the nation's technophobia, or of the self-indulgent aestheticism of the privileged few. It was not about rejecting modernity, but achieving an accommodation with it. 210 For more on "real-and-imagined" space, see Paul Stock, "The Real-and-Imagined Spaces of Philhellenic
Travel," European Review of History 20, no. 4 (2013): 523-37, at 527. 211 Walsham, "Sermons in the Sky," 57-8.
-48 -Though sky advertising generated more controversy in Britain than in other nations, it is a subject which still has the ability to fascinate and appall across the world. It remains a staple of fictional dystopias, 212 and as technology opens up fresh heights to the advertiser, the same debates follow close behind. Outer space, as Campion argues, is imagined in western culture "both as pristine and a source of wisdom"; just like the sky "it is a valued place, rather than a valueless space." 213 So, it is not surprising that in the space age, the traditional anxieties shifted to this new final frontier. When in 1993 a US company, Space Marketing
Inc., announced that it was planning to launch mile-long advertising billboards into space, the proposal was greeted with horror by American environmentalists, astronomers, and politicians; responses, indeed, were very similar to those explored in this article. One
Representative complained that the plan "would turn our morning and evening skies, often a source of inspiration and comfort, into the moral equivalent of the side of a bus." For Carl Sagan, it was "an abomination" which meant that "there will be no place on Earth safe from advertisers." This opposition led in 2000 to the passage of a new law banning "obtrusive space advertising," defined as any advertising material visible from earth without the aid of a telescope. 214 It seems that, at least as far as advertising is concerned, the sky will always be the limit.
